
Minutes VCI Team 5 Discipleship April 28, 2019  

The VCI Team 5 Discipleship met on Sunday, April 28.  The discussion centered on Connecting Groups 
for October and gathering data for Adult Education opportunities for future classes.   

What groups are returning?  Leaders?  

Michelle Kreager will continue her group but would like a co-leader to help.  (Possibilities might be Anna 
Cassar, Michelle may have other possibilities)  

Amy and Christine will continue their group, changing the focus slightly to call it a Care Givers Connecting 
Group  

Bob/Marshall/Wes will continue their sermon based group.  Bob may have a suggestion for a new group 
leader after his group ends.  

What are possibilities for new groups?  

Two Stiches of Love groups:  Amy D.  will lead one on Tuesday evenings;  Laura Olson will co-lead a 
group on Wed mornings, possible co-leader may be Susanne Carey or Judy West who will be working on 
the African project making sanitation supplies started by Bea.  

Matt Kastner is interested in Co-Leading a group for Bread Bakers.  Marshall Dunlap and Ken Dowell 
have expressed interest also.  

Suggested Topics – Adopted Parents, Marriage Encounter, Women’s Retreat, additional Sermon Based 
Groups  

Wes suggested we need to have a group that invites community members, like a current topics groups 
with new topics every week.  Additional suggestions were connecting community with community leaders 
– John Burns from AME may have topics for discussion as he is running  for City Council (example the 
issues between City Council and the Farming library director), Karen Bolson may have topics from 
Chamber of Commerce.  

Assignments:  

        Wes will research the company that provides current events topics on a weekly basis 

        Michelle will look into marriage or parenting encounter/educational groups, including 
checking with Samaritan Counseling 

        Nancy will look into new Disciple Bible Studies 

        Dorothy will look into Women’s retreats 

        Bob will look at topics that Bayview is studying and suggest ones that were well received or 
hold potential for NP 

        Laura will research a Spiritual Gifts study 

        Amy will look into Companions in Christ and Soul Feast Spiritual Discipleship 



        Lynn – a seminar or training session on how you would invite a friend or neighbor to come to 
church was requested by the group 

        All groups should encourage members to bring a friend to join the connecting group  

Signups 

Before signups leaders need to “go back to the beginning” and look at our goals and what we want to 
accomplish.  This could be done in leadership training.  A refresh of common goals for each connecting 
groups would also be necessary.  

Potential leaders:  

        Bob may have a name after their final meeting 

        Karen Nicholson 

        Group suggested we have someone (perhaps Marshall) speak to Sunday service (similar to 
what Bob did) inviting anyone interested in leading a connecting group  to make a note on the 
membership card, see Lynn, or speak to Melanie.  

Fall Sign up’s  

Lynn should work with Elizabeth King to see how we make connecting groups easy to find on web page, 
sign ups through the computer, in Bulletin, look at the Resurrection site to see how they handle signups, 
sign up on their phones, talk to Ken Dowell as he has had experience with sign-ups on Hands on 
Detroit,   this needs to be ready by September, including leaders pictures.  

Other signups ideas:  

After Church 

On welcome cards 

On line 

Email Blast 

News you can Use 

Work the crowd  

Time Line 

When do we start advertising?  

Thanks everyone for this wonderful brainstorming session.    

We will meet in early August.  As you finish your research assignments, feel free to send me your data 
and I will collect and collate it. 


